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the first book in the series, harry potter and the philosopher's stone, was published on july 1, 1997, by bloomsbury. it sold over 12 million copies worldwide, becoming a bestseller and the fastest-selling book of all time in the united kingdom. the author's net earnings
from the book have been estimated at over $4.5 billion. rowling published the next four books, harry potter and the chamber of secrets (1998), harry potter and the prisoner of azkaban (1999), harry potter and the goblet of fire (2000), and harry potter and the order
of the phoenix (2003), at a net profit of around $1.6 billion. the final book in the series, harry potter and the deathly hallows, was published on july 7, 2007, and became the fastest-selling book in the united kingdom. in the united states, the book reached number one
on the new york times best seller list on july 24, 2007, and spent 910 weeks on the list, the most of any book. the ministry of magic is targeted by an unknown enemy who attacks with the help of death eaters and attacks on the muggle world. only two of voldemort's
horcruxes are known: his diary, and the locket containing the resurrection stone. harry potter is determined to seek help from dumbledore, who is also being targeted by voldemort's death eaters. dumbledore helps harry and ron thwart an attack by a group of death

eaters at king's cross. voldemort kidnaps harry, but dumbledore is able to arrange for harry to be taken to godric's hollow. there, dumbledore trains harry in defense against the dark arts, and gives him a decoy horcrux - a locket containing the resurrection stone.
harry is taken back to hogwarts, where he defeats voldemort in a duel and destroys his horcrux, though the latter is not fully destroyed. voldemort attacks harry again, but dumbledore uses an anti-apparition jinx to protect harry, and voldemort is forced to flee,

allowing the death eaters to flee as well.
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for readers who enjoy the best of both worlds, this book is perfect. it combines the harry potter novels with a storyline that is captivating, but not too complex to be enjoyed by adults as well. rowling writes a wonderful and original story of a boy who finds a family and
a purpose. but harry is still the same boy who gets angry, breaks things, and tries to figure out his place in the world. that's the charm of this book and series. even if you don't like kids books, you will enjoy this. the philosopher's stone was a legendary object in the

history of western and eastern alchemy which was believed to have the power to create gold and to turn base metal into gold. the object was associated with the creation of other mythical objects such as the universal horoscope stone, the universal compass and the
universal mirror. in the story of harry potter, the philosopher's stone is referred to as the stone of hogwarts, the stone of destiny, the stone of the dark lord, and the resurrection stone. the stone has the power to grant three wishes. if the stone is used by a good

wizard, it grants a good wish; if it is used by a dark wizard, it grants a dark wish; and if it is used by a muggle, it grants a wish that will return the user to his/her home. each time harry uses the stone, he must give up a little bit of his soul. in the end, harry chooses to
destroy the stone, and with his life being restored, voldemort is defeated and voldemort's horcruxes destroyed. it can be used to create anything, but a harder or rarer element can only be created if combined with a softer or less rare element. for example, in the

creation of the philosopher's stone, the harder element was copper. this can only be combined with the softer element of sulphur, or another material with the same atomic number. the philosopher's stone may be used in the creation of an object, such as a ring, or
the philosopher's stone may be used to make an object from nothing, such as a car or a house. 5ec8ef588b
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